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ABSTRACT

This report describes the research conducted in the High Energy Physics Division

of Argonne National Laboratory during the period of January 1,1991 - June 30,1991.

Topics covered here include experimental and theoretical particle physics, advanced

accelerator physics, detector development, and experimental facilities research. Lists of

division publications and colloquia are included.



/. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

A. Phvsics Results

1. CDF Physics

Data analysis has continued on electroweak and QCD studies using the 1988-89

data. Papers are in various stages of completion (e.g., submitted for publication or under

review by the collaboration) on: (a) inclusive W and Z-boson production; (b) electroweak

asymmetry in Z production and decay; (c) QCD asymmetry in W production; (d) Limits

on new W and Z' boson masses; (e) inclusive jet production and compositeness; (f) high

PT prompt photon production; (g) b production and bb mixing. This is a partial but

representative list of topics. We summarize the status of these efforts as follows.

a) W and Z Production

The total cross sections for W and Z production, using the central electron data set,

have been accepted for publication in Physical Review. The inclusive W pr spectrum,

again based on the central electron data set, has been published in Physical Review Letters;

the corresponding inclusive Z pr spectrum, based on both the central electron and central

muon data sets, has been submitted to Physical Review Letters. These data all show

excellent agreement with next-to-leading order (NLO) QCD predictions. Using the central

electron and muon data sets, CDF has also set limits on the masses of possible W and Z1

vector bosons with standard model couplings to quarks and leptons, namely:

M(W) > 520 GeV (95% CL.)

M(Z') > 412 GeV (95% CL.)

Current particle data group limits are 220 and 180 GeV respectively for W and Z' masses.

b) Electroweak Asymmetries

CDF has submitted for publication a measurement of the electroweak asymmetry in

Z° decay, from the central electron data set This asymmetry is sensitive to the weak

current vector-axial vector interference term in the process QQ —> ZP —» e+e\ The result,

expressed in terms of the weak mixing angle,

sin
2 6 = 0.228 ± 0.017



is consistent with more precise determinations by the LEP experiments (sin2 6 = 0.2323 +

0.0014, from recent global analyses of combined LEP measurements). CDF has also

measured the QCD asymmetry in production of W+ and W" bosons; this asymmetry is

sensitive to the valence quark content of the initial state proton and antiproton, and is

reflected in a boosted rapidity distribution for W+ (W~) along the proton (antiproton) beam

directions. Figure 1 shows the resulting lepton asymmetry distributions for the central

electron and muon samples, compared with leading order QCD predictions for a variety of

structure functions.

c) High px Jet Production

Figure 2 shows the inclusive single jet production in the central region, compared

with NLO predictions by Ellis, Kunszt and Soper, using MRSB structure functions; (a)

shows the P T dependence on a log scale, extending over more than 10 decades in cross

section, while (b) shows the ratio of observed cross section to NLO theory, out to px >

400 GeV/c. The low p j region (pr < 20 GeV/c) has been augmented using a set of

minimum bias triggers. From the overall p j dependence, we can set a lower limit, Ac >

1400 GeV, on the compositeness scale. This value may be compared with previous limits

of 700 GeV (CDF, 1987) and 825 GeV (UA2,1990). We also confirm the qualitative

dependence of jet cross section on cluster cone size, predicted by NLO QCD.

d) Prompt Photon Production

The cross section for single prompt photon production has been measured using the

photon shower profile (at shower max.) to separate single photons from multiple photon

backgrounds (e.g., Jt°'s, T|'s, Ks -> Jt° jr°, etc.). The shower profile systematics are

based on electron shower data from the test beam and from the W and Z° electron samples.

In addition, CDF has used the 10 GeV electromagnetic cluster trigger sample to obtain

direct measurements of inclusive high p j n° and r) production. Figure 3 shows the mass

spectrum for photon pairs identified in the shower max. detector in the central calorimeter;

the minimum separation for these pairs is 5 cm (20 cm) for Jt°'s (T|'s). The background

under the visible 7t° and T| peaks arises from both multiple n° production and misidentified

single photon showers. Due to the larger minimum separation, the r) peak provides a clean

source of single photon showers, which can be used to calibrate the shower profile

response. This is shown in Fig. 4, where the photons from the rj mass peak (4a) are fitted

to a single photon shower profile in order to extract a fit X2 (4b). The Monte Carlo

prediction, based on electron shower data, agrees well with the observed single photon x 2

distribution. The n°'s, because of the much smaller minimum separation, provide a source
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of "pure background", that is, overlapping photon showers. The invariant mass of the

Jt°'s with charged tracks is shown in Fig. 4c, where a clear p (770) signal is evident. The

shower profile %2 for the Jt°'s in the p peak is shown in Fig. Ad, compared with the Monte

Carlo prediction for overlapping showers. From these analyses, CDF can confirm the

shower profile predictions for the prompt photon signal and background, and also extract

the T] to 71° cross section ratio.

A complementary method for measuring the prompt photon cross section has been

developed, which makes use of the photon conversion background in the inclusive electron

data set. The photon conversion rates in the CDF inner detector are relatively low, by

design (the inner detector is 5% XQ equivalent). However, the single high p r electron

trigger is very efficient in detecting the high p j photons that do manage to convert to e+e-

pairs. Figure 5 shows the distribution of particle energy in a cone (0.7 radians) around the

trigger electron; the variable plotted is the sum of calorimeter energy and charged track

momenta, added in quadrature. The histogram shows this isolation distribution for

conversion pairs, while the shaded insert shows the same distribution for prompt electrons

in QCD jets (e.g., b, c, -> e*). There is a clear excess of events in the conversion sample

that are "isolated" as compared with the prompt electron sample. We use the prompt

electron distribution to estimate the background shape in the conversion sample, associated

with conversion photons in QCD jets. After subtracting this background, normalized on

the high side of Fig. 5, we obtain the isolation variable distribution for prompt photons in

Fig. 6 (solid points); this distribution is identical in shape with that for isolated W and Z

electrons (histogram in Fig. 6), as expected if the isolated conversions come from isolated

prompt photons. The conversion electron sample is complementary to the electromagnetic

cluster trigger sample in CDF, and will permit a clean separation of prompt photon events

down to x j values of 0.008 (determined by the single electron trigger threshold).

e) Bottom Production

CDF has used a sample of 1340 dilepton trigger events to measure the neutral-B

mixing parameter, and at the same time to establish the topology of associated b and b

production in high pr hadron collisions. The trigger for these events requires a central

electron above 5 GeV E j and a central muon above 3 GeV/c pp. The choice of the e-n

final state eliminates backgrounds from Drell-Yan production and from \|/ and Y decays.

Background from sequential bottom decay (b -> e \) D, D -* \i X), which itself provides a

useful check on the single b-quark cross section, is eliminated by mass and opening angle

cuts on the e-|i pair. The background from fake Ieptons in the remaining 900-event

sample, after removing sequential decays, is estimated to be 20 ± 10%. Figure 7 shows
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the muon p j spectrum for like-sign and unlike sign events, together with the fake lepton

background contribution and the Monte Carlo prediction with mixing. The pr dependence

is in good agreement with the Monte Carlo. Roughly half of the like sign rate can be

ascribed to mixing, the other half to fake muon background and b —» c —»lepton. By

comparing like sign and unlike sign production rates, CDF obtains a species average

mixing parameter.

X = 0.176 ± 0.028 (stat) ± 041 (syst.),

which may be compared with other recent determinations,

X = 0.158 +0.059 (UA1)

0.132 ± 0.027 (Aleph)

0.178 +0.045 (L3)

These measurements are consistent with the Standard Model prediction that Bs - B-$ mixing

is maximal (X (Bs) = 0.5), given the CLEO/ARGUS measurements on % (B<j) and the

expected production rates for Bu , Bd, and B s mesons.

By comparing the dilepton rate with that for single lepton production from b's,

CDF extracts an average probability of 0.4% for tagging the second b (using a 3 GeV/c

muon), given a trigger on the first b (using a 5 GeV electron). This rate is obviously much

lower than the semileptonic branching ratio (11.5%), and reflects the fact that the topology

for bb production at a hadron collider is not back-to-back. Typically the second b-quark in

an event has a much softer px spectrum than the first, and this has important implications

for future b-physics programs at the Tevatron Collider (A. B. Wicklund)

2. Soudan Data Analysis

Argonne physicists continued their activities in four areas of Soudan data analysis:

the search for GUT magnetic monopoles, the identification of contained neutrino interaction

events, the analysis of Soudan 1 data, and the search for underground muons associated

with astrophysical point sources.

The search for magnetic monopoles suffered a setback at the end of 1990, when it

appeared that its completion would have to await the reprocessing of all past raw data

because of a flaw in the monopole identification software used until then. In early 1991 a

new technique was developed, allowing the monopole search to proceed immediately. It

turns out that the muon astronomy data summary tapes contain enough ionization

information for monopole candidate events to be selected with high efficiency. About 3000
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track-like events with high ionization were identified in this way, and the raw data for these

ever.ts are now being extracted from the data tapes. Scanning of these events is very fast

because their high ionization is nearly always caused by obvious showers or delta rays.

True GUT monopoles should have uniformly heavy ionization, and should not produce

delta rays for monopole velocities p < 0.95. By the end of June most of the monopole

candidate events had already been extracted and scanned. A Monte Carlo simulation of the

new procedure showed it to have high efficiency for monopole tracks. It is planned to

complete the analysis and report the results in a journal article during the second half of

1991.

The Soudan 2 contained event sample includes cosmic-ray (atmospheric) neutrino

and neutron interactions as well as nucleon decay candidates. The interactions of

atmospheric neutrinos are a background to nucleon decay, but can also be used to search

for neutrino oscillations through the vu/ve ratio. The interactions of low-energy neutrons,

produced by cosmic-ray muon showers in the rock surrounding Soudan 2, are identified by

hits in the active shield as well as by topology and ionization. Comparisons of neutron and

neutrino candidate events with Monte Carlo simulations provide valuable checks on the

performance of the detector. During the past two years, contained events have been

selected by software filters which have improved substantially over that period. It has

therefore been planned for some time to reprocess all past Soudan 2 data using the latest

offline software. After nearly a year of preparation, the reprocessing began in early May,

using improved track reconstruction algorithms, the latest survey data, and new filters for

contained events, semi-contained events, and multiple muon events.

The reprocessing is being performed on the large VAX clusters at the University of

Minnesota and the Rutherford Laboratory. Argonne physicists worked on the development

of the new contained event filter software and of higher level filters to select neutrino and

neutron candidate events from the reprocessing output files. The loosest possible cuts are

applied in the primary filter, so that changes in event selection can be made with the higher

level filters to study biases and efficiencies. Until now the initial filter cuts were quite

restrictive, and their biases could be studied only through Monte Carlo simulations. The

new filter also uses a 25% larger fiducial mass, with a corresponding increase in the

number of contained events. During May and June much effort was devoted to studying

the first samples of contained events from the reprocessing, and to developing higher level

filters which reject background and select neutrino, neutron, and nucleon decay candidate

events with high efficiency. The reprocessing is expected to be completed in the Fall of

1991.
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Argonne physicists also continued to work on the analysis of data from the Soudan

1 experiment These efforts focussed on the search for evidence of underground muons

associated with Cygnus X-3 through the development of new statistical methods. The

original analysis of muons from the direction of Cygnus X-3 was performed at the

University of Minnesota, and is being independently repeated, checked, and extended at

Argonne. Argonne physicists also worked on the interpretation of surface-underground

coincidence data from Soudan 1 and its surface air-shower array, to obtain information

about the nuclear composition of the cosmic ray primaries. The surface array provides a

measure of the energies of primaries which produce multiple muon events in the

underground detector. As described below, the operation of a similar surface air shower-

array in coincidence with Soudan 2 has just begun.

The idea that astrophysical objects, such as the X-ray binary Cygnus X-3, might be

observable in the underground muon flux has continued to fascinate Soudan physicists

since initial evidence from the Soudan 1 detector was published in 1985. On two nearby

days during the Cygnus X-3 radio flare of January 1991, Soudan 2 recorded a total of 32

muons within 2* of the Cygnus X-3 direction, when 11.4 muons were expected. Figure 8

shows the numbers of muons per day, expected and observed, from the direction of

Cygnus X-3. Figure 9 is a scatter plot of number of muons per day observed from the

direction of Cygnus X-3 versus the number expected, for each of the 696 days of Soudan 2

data. The two days during the January 1991 flare stand out quite clearly. However, no

excess muon flux is observed during any of the other four Cygnus X-3 radio flares which

occurred during the 2-year period for which Soudan 2 has data. The probability that the

excess muon flux observed arises from a fluctuation of the background rate is estimated to

be between 5% and 0.05%. Although the effect seems unlikely to be a statistical

fluctuation, confirmation will only be provided by other experiments and by future

observations of radio flares.

In addition to writing a number of internal PDK notes during the Prst half of 1991,

Argonne physicists also coauthored several extemal documents submitted by the Soudan 2

collaboration. Most notable among these are the Fermilab long baseline neutrino oscillation

proposal (P-822), contributions to the conceptual design report for the Fermilab main

injector neutrino program, and the paper on Protheroe's statistic and continuous

distributions (published in Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research).

Argonne physicists were coauthors on a paper analyzing intranuclear rescattering rates for

low energy pions created within neon nuclei by muon-neutrino interactions (submitted to

Physical Review D), and on nine abstracts submitted to the 22nd International Cosmic Ray

Conference (to be held in Dublin in August 1991). One Ph.D. thesis was submitted by
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Soudan 2 graduate student Mark Lowe (University of Minnesota) on the search for

astrophysical point sources of underground muons. (D. Ayres)

3. E609 Collaboration

During this period, our new experimental results which show clear evidence for

substantial nuclear scattering of the outgoing scattered partons were published (Phys. Lett.

252,209 (1991)). These data also show that the angular width of the individual scattered

jets is only slightly affected by the presence of the nucleus. This latter result would be

expected from the usual (uncertainty principle) argument which indicates that most of the

parton fragmentation process takes place after the scattered parton has emerged from the

nucleus. An important practical implication of this approximately constant jet angular width

is that the large scattering angles of the observed secondary scattering are unlikely to have

been affected by systematic experimental errors.

When taken together with our earlier published observation of a large energy loss of

high energy partons traversing nuclei (~ 3 GeV/Fermi), these results form a picture which

is in sharp contrast with the established result that the incident parton in Drell-Yan

production from nuclear targets suffers virtually no angular deflection while traversing

nuclear matter. The "factorization theorem" in QCD provides a framework for

understanding the Drell-Yan result, but its application to hard collisions producing dijets (at

comparable or larger values of Q2 than the Drell-Yan data) is not yet understood in a

quantitative way. Another theoretical area for which our results pose a challenge concerns

the relationship of the size of the observed secondary parton scattering to the size, of the

observed anomalous nuclear enhancement

We are extending our analyses in order to make quantitative studies of the p r and A

dependence of the secondary nuclear scattering. Related goals are to refine our earlier

analysis of the anomalous (A0) nuclear enhancement and of the various substantial "kx"

effects in our data. We plan to report these studies and other results in a detailed final E609 :

paper during the coming year. (T. Fields)

4. Polarized Proton Physics

Activities associated with the polarized proton physics were: i) E-704 data

analyses, ii) preparation of the Fermilab polarized-beam proposals, and iii) formation of

RSC (RHIC SPIN Collaboration) and study of RHIC detectors. We report only on the

first item at this time. E-704 data analyses were carried out for the following

measurements:
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Using polarized beams and a hydrogen target, the single-spin asymmetry,

AN, was measured in p^p -»(jt°, T| )X and p p - > n°X at large px as well

as p^p -»(n° , x+, ir, A)X and p^p -» (JC°, JI+, ir)X at large xp.

Using polarized beams and a polarized target, the spin correlation parameter,

ALL. was measured in p^p^ -> 7t°X and P P -»re°X as well as AOL(PP)

and A O L ( P P ) , the differences in total cross sections of pure spin states.

While analyses for AOL and A-production data are in progress, we report some

results of these measurements.

a) Comparison of p^p -» (n°, T|)X and P P - > «°X at large px

Data of the p^p reaction at 200 GeV/c show that the asymmetry values (AN) at xp =

0 are approximately zero (or slightly negative) up to px = 3.5 GeV/c and then begin to rise

to ~ + 40% in the region of pj_ = 4 - 5 GeV/c as shown in Fig. 10a. At lower energies

from 10 to 40 GeV/c, this rapid rise from zero to large positive values was also observed,

although none of the data exceeded px = 3 GeV/c. A new finding is that all the A N data for

TC° production at xp ~ 0 show large positive asymmetries beginning at x j = 0.4 in the

region Vs = 5 - 2 0 GeV. This is strong indication that we are indeed observing

asymmetries caused by hard scattering.

Single-spin asymmetry in P P -»n°X shows a pr dependence similar to the p^p

case. However, data are limited to pr <J3.5 GeV/c as shown in Fig. 10b. We have also

observed a similar px dependence in p^p -» T|X as shown in Fig. 11.

b) XF Dependence of Single-Spin Asymmetry in p^p -»7t°X and P P -» TC°X

Asymmetry measurements (AN) on the XF dependence at 200 GeV/c covering px up

to 2 GeV/c were carried out A N values in the p^p reaction are consistent with zero up to

XF = 0.3 - 0.4, and then linearly increase to + 20% near XF = 1.0 as shown in Fig. 12.

This is the first xp dependence data ever obtained for n production. It is interesting to note

that our data resemble the xp dependence for A polarization in pp —> A "X, where polarized

s quarks are considered to be responsible for high polarization.
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The single spin asymmetry in P P -> n°X shows a similar xp dependence to the

pTp case as shown in Fig. 12. The ratio of the spin-averaged cross sections for 71° pro-

duction by antiprotons and protons is shown in Fig. 13.

c) Comparison of p^p -> JI°X and pTp - * n±X

In Fig. 14 we compare AN values in ^production and JC* production. It is

remarkable to observe AN (p' p -> Jt+X) = - A N (p ' p -»J rX) at large xp. Note that A N

(pTp -> jt°X) has the same positive sign as JIT1"- These phenomena can be understood by

applying isospin conservation for inclusive reactions, o+ • A^JT1") + a ~ • A N (Ji~) =

2a° • AN(JC°). Since CT+ < a - and AN(JT*") = -AN(JI~), then AN(TC°) > 0 as shown in
—T

Fig. 14. Results of p p -> niX measurements will be available soon.

d) A Short Summary of xj and xp Dependences

There are two distinct common phenomena observed in the xj and xp dependence

of the one-spin asymmetries. The asymmetry values are zero or small for both XT and xp <

0.3 - 0.4, with a rise from zero to large positive values for xx and xp > 0.3 - 0.4. It will be

interesting to find out if these two phenomena are related. There are several papers in

preparation about physics interpretation of these data which should be ready soon.

e) Double-Spin Asymmetry in n° Production by 200-GeV Polarized Protons

and Antiprotons

We report a first measurement of the two-spin parameter A J X for inclusive n°

production by longitudinally-polarized protons and antiprotons on a longitudinally-

polarized proton target. The hadron asymmetry ALL is defined as the relative difference

betweer the cross sections for beam and target hadrons of equal or opposite helicities,

ALL = (<r« - <*=>)/ <J« + <*=>) = PB-1 • < P T > " ! • ( N « - N ^ / C N ^ + N ^ ) ,

where o(s, xp( pr) are the invariant cross sections for inclusive n° production in

antiparallel (<=>) and parallel (=>) spin states of the beam and target particles. Since the

incident hadrons have opposite momenta in the cm. of the interaction, the helicities are

equal when the spin directions are antiparallel. The quantities N(s, xp, px) are the

corresponding normalized event rates measured in the experiment, PB is the beam po-

larization, and < P T > is the target polarization averaged over polarized and unpolarized

nucleons.
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The 3-cm diameter polarized proton target of length 20 cm consists of 2-mm

diameter beads of frozen Pentanol (C5H12O) doped with Chromium-V. Pentanol contains

one polarizable, free proton for about six unpolarizable, bound protons and neutrons. The

effective polarization-dilution factor, including the target windows, is D = PT/<PT> = (8 ±

1). The free protons are polarized to typically either P? = 0.75 or Px = -0.80 in 3 to 4

hours at a temperature of 0.4K, using microwaves of appropriate frequencies near 70 GHz.

The results for ALL measured for incident protons and antiprotons as e. function of

PT, are shown in Fig. 15. Each value for ALL in the p j interval covered by these

measurements is consistent with zero, within the statistical errors.

5. Computational Physics

The Computational Physics effort continued to be devoted to Lattice QCE) and

Lattice QED simulations. The mission of Lattice QCD is to predict the properties and

interactions of hadrons and nuclear matter. That of Lattice QED is the search for the

proposed strongly coupled phase, and the determination of its properties. Simulation

methods of choice continued to be the Hybrid Molecular Dynamics algorithm for Lattice

QCD or QED with dynamical "staggered" fermions, and the related Hybrid Monte Carlo

method for Wilson fermions. For quenched QCD we used the Metropolis Monte Carlo

method combined with the Overrelaxation method.

Our zero temperature lattice QCD studies aimed at determining low lying hadron

(including glueball) masses and other matrix elements have been performed as a part of the

multi-institutional HEMCGC collaboration which uses a DOE "Grand Challenge" grant of

computer time on the SCRI (FSU) Connection Machine (CM-2) to perform its simulations

and measurements. Production runs on a 163 x 32 lattice with staggered quarks of masses

of 0.01 and 0.025 (lattice units) were performed on this lattice at 6/g2 = 5.6. During this

period code was produced by the Argonne contingent to measure a more extensive set of

states than previously (including the A. Preliminary measurements using this code on a

subset of these new configurations indicate satisfactory agreement with our previous runs

on smaller lattices, for those states measured in both cases. The A appears heavier than the

nucleon, but we will need to analyze the rest of the configurations to obtain quantitative

results. We have also started measurements aimed at a variational calculation of the glueball

masses and mixings, and of the topological charge using code written at Argonne during

this period. Simulations, also on a 163 x 32 lattice using Wilson fermions were performed

at 6/g2 =5.3 for various hopping parameters so that we can compare the two fermion

methods.
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As part of a new collaboration formed last year from members of the HEMCGC we

have been studying two flavour QCD thermodynamics on a 163 x 8 lattice at a quark mass

of 0.0125 on the CM-2 at PSC (Pittsburgh). Here we have found that the transition from

nuclear matter to a quark-gluon plasma occurs at 6/g2 = 5.5125 +.0.025. The "time"

development of the order parameters near this transition show large fluctuations on many

time scales (Fig. 16). This suggests the existence of a nearby critical point rather than the

first order transition that appears to exist for > 2 light flavours. We are measuring the

energy densities and hadron screening lengths as well as the chiral order parameter ¥¥ to

try to better understand what observable changes occur in nuclear matter at this transition so

that it might be recognized if it occurs, as expected, in relativistic heavy ion collisions.

We have been preparing to perform quenched QCD spectrum calculations using the

Current Supercomputing Consortium's Intel Touchstone Delta computer. These will be

performed on a 323 x 64 lattice with 6.0 < 6/g2 < 6.5 using Metropolis Monte Carlo and

Overrelaxation simulations. This will enable us to measure hadron spectra with much

smaller quark masses than have been possible before using the conjugate gradient algorithm

to obtain the quark propagators. We have produced and tested a Monte Carlo VAX

program structured so as to make conversion to the parallel Delta relatively straight

forward, as well as a similarly structured conjugate gradient routine

Our work with J.B.Kogut and R.L.Renken of the University of Illinois, S.Hands

of the University of Glasgow and A.Kocic of the University of Arizona, on Lattice QED is

nearing completion. Preliminary results of our simulations on 16M lattices using the CM-

2's at NCSA (University of Illinois) and NPAC (University of Syracuse) indicate that, as

suggested by simulations on smaller lattices on CRAY'S at SCRI and NERSC (Livermore),

the transitions observed by several groups in this system are driven by lattice artifacts, and

are not indicators of continuum physics. One of us (K. Wang) is now looking at 3

dimensional lattice QED with J.B.Kogut This is believed to have relevance to high Tc

superconductivity.

During this period the Teraflop consortium, of which I am a member and whose

goal is to acquire a computer with performance capabilities in the Teraflop range for Lattice

Gauge Theory, submitted a second preliminary proposal. More recently we have made

modifications of this proposal and expect to submit an official proposal in July.
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B. Experiments Taking Data

1. Soudan 2

The Soudan 2 experiment recorded data for 145 days of livetime during the first

half of 1991, with a record high duty cycle of 80%. This brings the total exposure to 695

days, or 63% of a fiducial kiloton year for contained events. The detector is operated for

physics data primarily during night and weekend periods when installation work is not in

progress and the underground laboratory is unoccupied. Figure 17 shows the number of

reconstructed cosmic-ray muon tracks recorded per week of Soudan 2 operation since the

beginning of January 1989. The effect of the gradually increasing detector mass over the

two year period is evident.

The quality of the data recorded by Soudan 2 continued to improve during the first

half of 1991. As described below, the detector mass was increased by about 70 tons

during this period, and many of the cracks between active shield floor panels were filled as

170 new shield tubes were brought into operation. New diagnostic software allowed the

identification and repair of malfunctioning channels in both the main detector and the

shield. The response uniformity of the main detector also continued to improve as the

installation of anode high voltage splitters and the fine tuning of anode high voltages

continued.

An important milestone was reached in June with the initial operation of the new

cosmic-ray air-shower surface array, which now operates in coincidence with Soudan 2.

The first surface-underground coincidences were observed at the expected rate of about

75,000 per year. The surface array consists of a 40 m2 array of proportional tubes to detect

electrons from the air showers which produce multiple muon events in Soudan 2. The

geometry is shown schematically in Fig. 18. Triggers from the underground detector cause

data from the surface array to be transferred to the underground data acquisition computer.

Performance and reliabili ty of the surface array will improve as minor technical problems

are solved and better diagnostic software is brought into operation. (D. Ayres)

2. Medium Energy Spin Physics

In the past several years, the goal of the ANL-HEP medium energy physics

program has been to measure sufficient np elastic scattering spin observables in order to

determine the I = 0 amplitudes or phase shifts between kinetic energies of- 500-800 MeV.

The measurements were performed at Los Alamos (LAMPF) in experiments E-665/770,

E-960, E-876, and others.
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The data analysis from experiment E-665/77O has progressed substantially during

the past six months. This experiment had a polarized neutron beam incident on a polarized

proton target, with the outgoing proton detected in a magnetic spectrometer. Essentially

final values for CLL and CSL between 80° -180° cm. at 484,634, and 788 MeV, and for

Css and CLS between 30° - 80° cm. at 484,634,720, and 788 MeV have been derived.

Small corrections caused by differences in the neutron beam spin direction from the

nominal still need to be included. Drafts of two papers on these results have been written

and will be submitted in the next period. A third paper from the same experiment, dealing

with the np -> dn° reaction, is also being written and will be submitted in the next six

months.

The total np cross section difference between antiparallel and parallel longitudinal

spins (AoL(np)) at 484, 567,634,720, and 788 MeV was measured in E-960. A paper on

E-960 was recently published in Physics Letters, and an instrument article on the neutron

counters used in the experiment was submitted to Nuclear Instruments and Methods. An

ANL an i a New Mexico State University physicist have worked on a major paper on E-

960, including documentation of the many experimental tests, estimates of possible

systematic errors, and physics interpretations. This major paper is expected to be

completed in the next few months.

Experiment E-876 measured np elastic scattering of a polarized neutron beam, from

the new high-intensity optically pumped polarized ion source, incident on a liquid hydrogen

target The momentum of the outgoing proton was measured in a magnetic spectrometer,

and the proton spin determined in a carbon polarimeter. The outgoing neutron was detected

in coincidence in the same neutron counter array used for E-960. A paper describing the

1990 data at 788 MeV is ready for submission to Physical Review. Preparations for runs

in 1991 at 634 and 720 MeV are in progress, but data collection has been delayed by

concerns for possible radiation problems if two magnets in the LAMPF beamlines fail

simultaneously.

A new DOE funding proposal for future work at Saclay Laboratory in France was

submitted before the end of 1990. This proposal was approved in February, 1991, and

construction work began on two multiwire proportional chambers (MWPC's). The

experimental program goals will be 1) the determination of the I = 0 nucleon-nucleon

amplitudes from pn quasielastic scattering of deuterium between 1100 - 2700 MeV, and 2)

a clarification of the cause of energy dependent structure near 2100 MeV. ANL

contributions to the program will include two new MWPC's and associated electronics,

assistance with a new data acquisition system based on a SUN workstation, and manpower

for data-taking, analysis and paper writing. The experimental program was recently
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approved by the Saclay "Comite des Experiences" (PAC), and a first run is planned for the

Fall of 1991. It is hoped to have one of the MWPC's installed and read into the data

acquisition computer by the beginning of the run. The second MWPC will be a chamber

used in Fermilab E-704, modified for the requirements of the Saclay experiments, and will

be completed by the end of 1991. (H. Spinka)

C. Experiments in Preparation Phase

1. Collider Detector at Fermilab

Assembly of preradiator chamber is nearing completion. Of the 95 (plus spares)

chambers required, 89 have been completed and tested. Three arches (72 chambers) have

been installed and the program of in situ testing is continuing. Completion of assembly

will allow emphasis on in situ checkout of preradiator, crack and strip chambers in

preparing for the next run.

The current Fermilab running schedule involves a fixed target run which is just

beginning and is scheduled to end in November to allow linac upgrade construction.

Collider running should begin early 1992 and last for about two years, interrupted by a 3 -

6 month shutdown for linac upgrade installation. Integrated luminosity goals for before

and after have been given by the lab as 25 and 75 pb"1. After a fixed target run, collider

operation would resume with the new bunch timing.

The CDF upgrade proposal has been reviewed by the PAC and a technical panel.

The only reservation, other than "subject to the availability of funding" was the need for a

single muon trigger in the toroids. Fermilab management anticipates that eventually the

physics emphasis of the collider program will change from searches (top, etc.) to detailed

measurements of bottom. The collaboration has begun to explore possibilities for the

evolution of CDF along those lines.

A preliminary design for a Level 2 strip chamber preradiator electron trigger has

been made. Further study has confirmed its cost, effectiveness, and viability (see Fig. 19).

Our group will take particular responsibility for electronics upstairs for receiving and sifting

the signals. Detailed design is proceeding with the goal of partial installation this winter

and complete availability by the linac upgrade installation.

The SDC tile measurement work has implied some level of involvement in the CDF

end plug upgrade effort.(see Section V.B.4) (L. Nodulman)
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2. Soudan Detector Installation

Two new halfwalls were added to the Soudan 2 detector during the first half of

1991, bringing the operating mass to 688 tons and the fiducial mass to 541 tons. (A

halfwall is a subassembly of eight 5-ton modules, stacked four across and two high.)

Twenty three 5-ton modules arrived at the Soudan mine site from the Argonne and

Rutherford Laboratory module factories, bringing the total number of modules

underground to 180 (774 tons). The U.K. module factory completed its last 5-ton module

in May and was permanently shut down due to the termination of U.K. module

construction funding. A total of 72 U.K. modules were constructed between 1985 and

1991. Despite this loss of funding, the British collaborators on Soudan 2 continue to

contribute substantially to the installation and operation of the experiment, and continue to

devote significant resources to the physics analysis of Soudan 2 data.

A major effort was initiated in 1991 to improve the performance of the active shield

and to complete its installation during the next year. About 40 malfunctioning shield

channels were repaired, and 170 new tubes were brought into full operation. At the end of

June more than 99% of the 1216 installed tubes were operating properly. This represents

about 77% of the 1572 tubes planned for the complete active shield. To improve shield

reliability the Argonne electronics shop constructed new shield low voltage distribution

panels with computer monitored fuses, to provide immediate notification of any

malfunction. The Argonne electronics shop also designed and constructed a number of

channel shutoff cards which allow shield digital readout modules to be turned on before all

64 input channels are operational. Previously, new shield tubes could be turned on only in

groups of 64. The Argonne electronics group also assisted the Tufts group in the

construction of the final 16 digital readout modules needed to read out the shield.

During June the Argonne group completed the initial installation of the new "smart

fuse" electronics on the Soudan 2 detector. These special circuits monitor dc power supply

currents in each electronics rack and turn off the electrical power to the rack in the event of

an overcurrent The system allows current trip levels to be set much closer to actual

operating currents than is possible with ordinary fuses, and provides improved protection

against fires caused by short circuits in the electronics. Such fire protection measures are

important because Soudan 2 operates unattended about 65% of die time. Finally, the

Argonne electronics shop began the fabrication of final order of 134 preamplifier

assemblies which are needed to instrument the full 1030 ton detector.

In January the assembly of proportional wire readout planes for 5-ton Soudan 2

modules was moved from the Argonne module factory to the Soudan mine site. The epoxy

potting operation for high-voltage splitter hardware was moved from Argonne to Soudan at
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the same time. Components of readout planes and splitters continue to be supplied by

Argonne. The shift of these labor-intensive assembly operations to Soudan allowed the

technician staff level at the Argonne module factory to be reduced by 20%.

Argonne physicists continued to play a major role in the installation, turnon, and

data acquisition activities at the Soudan mine site. Important activities during the first half

of 1991 included electronics maintenance and troubleshooting, smart fuse installation, gas

purification system upgrades, and the coordination of shield and main detector installation.

In March the Soudan 2 collaboration submitted its proposal (P-822) to the Fermi

National Accelerator Laboratory for a long baseline experiment to search for neutrino

oscillations. A 30 GeV neutrino beam from the new main injector would be aimed at

Soudan 2,800 km away. The experiment would search for the appearance of tau neutrinos

in the muon neutrino beam by measuring the neutral current to charged current ratio. Most

tau neutrino interactions will appear to be neutral current events in Soudan 2. Figure 20

shows the region of neutrino oscillation parameter space to which the experiment is

sensitive. Argonne physicist Maury Goodman is spokesman for the experiment, and led

the design study effort within the Soudan 2 collaboration. In April, P-822 was presented

to a subcommittee of the Fermilab Physics Advisory Committee at the Fermilab Director's

Review of the new main injector conceptual design report. (D. Ayres)

3. ZEUS Detector at HERA

The HERA machine stored protons at the injection energy of 40 GeV with a lifetime

of about 60 minutes in May. Further e± running to establish the feedback system and

achieve the design current is planned for June-July. This will be followed by ramping,

acceleration and multibunch operation of HERA, with the HI and ZEUS detectors expected

to be moved into their interaction regions in November.

a) Module Construction

Barrel calorimeter module construction at Argonne was completed in April. The

calorimeter consists of two separate sections, the electromagnetic (EMC) and the hadronic

(HAC1, HAC2) parts. The EMC stacking of 32 modules was finished in February and the

HAC stacking of 20 modules in April. A total of 22 modules were fully assembled and

tested at Argonne in the two year period from April 1989 to April 1991.

The parallel effort in module construction at the KFA-Julich Laboratory was

completed in May. A total of 10 modules were fully assembled at Julich and shipped

directly to DESY. A summary of module construction is shown in Fig. 21. The design

and construction of the BCAL modules was written up and submitted for publication to
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Nuclear Instruments and Methods. Completion of the construction of the 32 modules

occurred some two months later than originally scheduled in March 1989.

b) Module Testing

All 22 of the modules assembled at Argonne were tested in the cosmic ray facility.

Modules were compared quantitatively in terms of (a) the mean charge from a minimum

ionizing particle (MIP), (b) the photoelectron yield from a MIP and (c) the attenuation

length of the scintiUator in a tower (HAG, HAC2 or EMC). After correction for small

systematic effects in the electronic readout, it was concluded that systematic module to

module variations for the HAC1 and HAC2 towers were smaller than 1%, as shown in Fig.

22 for the HAC1 towers. For the EMC towers these variations were less than 2%, as seen

in Fig. 23.

For the modules assembled at Mich it was not possible to perform cosmic ray

quality assurance tests. However, a simple test station was used which allowed the

photomultiplier (PMT) high voltage to be set and the current resulting from the uranium

activity to be read out. Since it is possible to estimate the MIP photoelectron yield from this

information, knowing the PMT gain, some limited comparison with modules assembled at

Argonne was possible. This comparison is shown in Fig. 24 for side A of the modules

and the agreement is quite satisfactory. The agreement for side B is similar.

Operation of the ZEUS test beam facility at FNAL began in June. In June and early

July, a total of three production modules and the prototype will be mapped in detail using

muons with the single module mounted on the muon stand. It is anticipated that all four

modules will be loaded onto the theta-phi stand in late July and the detailed response of

each production module to electrons, muons and pions will be studied before the modules

are moved to Argonne on our about August 10 to be prepared for shipment to DESY late in

August.

c) Module Shipping

Module shipping from both Argonne and Julich to DESY was accomplished using

four 20 foot ocean going containers outfitted with a transportation fixture constructed at

Argonne. A total of 29 modules were shipped to DESY with the last one arriving May 23

from Julich. Three modules will remain at Fermilab to undergo detailed testing at the

ZEUS test beam facility established in Lab E. No significant module damage was observed

in carrying out these complex maneuvers.
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d) Module Checkout and Installation in ZEUS

A module checkout facility was established at Halle 2 at DES Y during January and

February. All modules arriving at DESY were modified and/or equipped with their analog

electronics and HV controller, as necessary. They were then subjected to many of the same

tests already carried out at Argonne. These tests included scanning with a ^ C o source to

check the longitudinal uniformity of each tower and measurement of the MJP light yield

from the uranium activity current and from laser light pulse injection. No significant

changes in module performance were observed to have resulted from the transportation.

Modules checked out in Halle 2 were shipped over to the south HERA hall, which

is the ZEUS location, starting April 24. All 29 modules, were installed in the ZEUS

detector by May 31 with some minor additional work on June 3. This installation was in

compliance with the ZEUS installation schedule issued at the February ZEUS collaboration

meeting and was carried out with only one significant incident A differential rotation of

the two spokesplates occurred and at closely the same time two modules came into contact

with a clevis used to secure the spokesplates. Two modules were removed and returned to

Halle 2 for inspection. This resulted in replacement of one EMC light guide with otherwise

no structural damage detected. In Fig. 25, a module is shown being lowered into place

between the spokesplates.

e) Calorimeter Trigger

The calorimeter first level trigger is the responsibility of University if Wisconsin

and Argonne. The trigger processor, which digests the trigger information and decides

which trigger algorithms are satisfied, is discussed in Section IJJ.B.

At Wisconsin there is now a working trigger test setup which incorporates the

Nevis analog electronics and will be used to check out component boards of the trigger. In

September, Argonne will provide an input card and a communications card to the setup,

which will test the entire trigger system. The trigger sum cards and fanouts will be ready in

July and will be installed on the BCAL modules in ZEUS in early August The first

production examples of the trigger encoder cards were received in June and all of these, the

most complicated of the cards, are expected to be complete by the end of August. The

adder cards are late because of a redesign to separate some of the functions to a second

card; the layout was completed in June. The SDC card is expected to be completed by early

July. The first level calorimeter trigger is now a critical path item for the systems integration

test in September.



Fig. 25. Loading a BCAL module into the ZEUS detector.
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f) Projected Activities for July - December

The installation of services in the rucksack will continue in July. Cabling of the

BCAL together with installation of the cooling water manifolds for the analog electronics

will be completed in July. The power supplies for the analog electronics and PMT high

voltage are expected to become available in August. Until that time only limited checkout

of the installed modules will be possible. The magnetic field will be turned on at the end of

August and measurements of magnetic forces will be made for the final configuration. A

systems integration test will take place in September with a limited cosmic ray test of some

detector components. The last three BCAL modules are expected to be installed in early in

October and the detector completed, closed up and moved into the beam in the November-

December period. The goal is to observe e-p interactions early in 1992. (B. Musgrave)
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//. THEORETICAL PROGRAM

Theorists in the High Energy Physics Division have pursued a wide range of topics

covering both the formal and phenomenological aspects of particle theory.

Heavy Flavor Production at Collider Energies

E. Berger and R. Meng have continued their studies of the hadroproduction of heavy

quarks at collider energies. In a recent paper (ANL-HEP-PR-91-34) they provide

predictions of the distribution in the transverse momentum of the quark/antiquark pair. Just

as in massive lepton pair production, lowest order QCD leads to the expectation that the

quark/antiquark pair will be produced with very little transverse momentum. Next-to-

leading order contributions generate transverse momentum through gluon recoil.

However, the prediction at next to leading order is not reliable at relatively small values of

PT of the pair, where the cross section is largest, in spite of the fact that a large momentum

scale is present, viz., the invariant mass of the heavy flavor pair. This situation is an

example of the problem of calculating a cross section in perturbation theory when two

different momentum scales are present. The perturbation series in such cases involves

logarithms of the ratio of the scales. When one of the scales becomes much smaller than

the other, the logarithm may become of order unity, and the perturbation series must be

treated by alternative methods. To deal with this problem, Meng and Berger have

employed soft gluon resummation techniques. Among other results, they calculate that the

average value of pT of the bottom/antibottom pair is in the range of 6 to 7 Ge V at Vs = 1.8

TeV. Since the typical value of pr of a single b (or anti-b) quark is about 5 GeV at the

same energy, Berger and Meng predict a significant imbalance in the transverse momenta of

the bottom and antibottom quarks. In addition to their interest for further tests of

perturbative QCD, the results have important implications for plans being developed to

search for CP noninvariance in the B system at hadron colliders.

Prompt Photon Production

J. Qiu (State Univ. of N.Y., Stony Brook) and E. Berger have continued their

studies of the theory and phenomenology of prompt photon production at hadron collider

energies. Their solution to the photon isolation problem (ANL-PR-90-104), discussed in

the last semi-annual report, has been accepted for publication in Physical Review D.

Berger and Qiu are now working to translate their analysis into a practical numerical

program that can be made available to experimenters. The program will allow users to

calculate both the fully inclusive and the isolated prompt photon cross section at various
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energies, values of transverse momentum pr, and choices of the isolation parameters.

Their calculations are done at next-to-leading order in perturbative QCD and include a

careful treatment of the contributions from the non-perturbative, long distance quark and

gluon fragmentation terms. The fragmentation terms account for about half of the inclusive

cross section at small x at collider energies.

Perturbative OCD Explanation of "Massive" Sea Quark Distributions

In a recent paper (ANL-HEP-PR-91-50), R. Meng has presented a QCD parton

model in which the non-perturbative intrinsic components of the "massive" sea quark

distributions are assumed to be very small. The perturbative components of the "massive"

sea quark distributions can be approximately determined in terms of Fj 8~*qq by

perturbative QCD. In fact they can be computed using the QCD running coupling constant,

the measured gluon distributions and the current quark masses mq determined by chiral

symmetry breaking. In this model the flavor SU(3) symmetry for the sea quark

distributions is explicitly broken due to the different current quark masses. The prediction

on the relative sizes of the perturbative sea quark distributions &SBa,e,5ea,sMO is given in

terms of simple logarithmic functions oiQlmq. It is found that the perturbative

calculations agree with the up and down sea quark distributions from HMRS parton

distributions. This interpretation of sea quark distributions would heavily impact the future

global analysis of the parton distributions. It could also make it much easier to pin down

the gluon distribution even at small-x region. In addition, the model predicts that the

current quark masses can be determined by measuring the massive sea quark distributions

accurately. Finally, an accurate measurement of the strange sea quark distribution is urged

to test the model and the accuracy of the perturbative calculation.

Transverse Momentum of Higgs Bosons in Gluon Fusion

R. Kauffman's work on the transverse momentum distribution of Higgs bosons in

gluon fusion has been prepared for publication (ANL-HEP-PR-91-21, to appear in Phys.

Rev. D).

The Odderon. a New Threshold and Confinement

In a paper (ANL-HEP-PR-91-32) to be published in Physics Letters B, A. White and K.

Kang (Brown University) have shown that a dispersion relation model with a localized

threshold at V* - 500 GeV remains compatible with all forward elastic scattering data.

This model provides an explicit alternative to the Odderon explanation of the large UA4 real

part. Indeed, given the low Tevatron collider cross-section now obtained by both E710
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and CDF, and the preliminary real part obtained by E710, this form of threshold is

generally thought to be the only way that the UA4 result can be compatible with all other

elastic data. The paper also discusses the presence of an Odderon at large transverse

momentum in perturbative QCD, and argues that at low transverse momentum confinement

is in conflict with the presence of an Odderon. The result of White's general analysis that

there is an Odderon in SU(N) gauge theory for N > 4 is alsonoted.

Asymptotic Amplitude Analysis

A. White and M. Block (Northwestern) have made an asymptotic analytic amplitude

analysis of the / = 0 parameters for pp and pp collisions in the energy region

Vs = 5 -1800 .GeV. The results are presented in ANL-HEP-PR-91-38 and the

conclusions are that 1) a log2s dependence, with or without maximal Odderons, does not fit

the cross-section data, 2) a log2s dependence fits the cross-section data, but not the UA4

p-value. A maximal Odderon does not improve the fit. The analysis therefore does not

lend support to the hypothesis of an asymptotically maximal Odderon. The paper also

discusses why the energy region available may simply be too low to be in "asymptopia".

Light Quarks and the Pomeron in OCD

In a paper (ANL-HEP-CP-91-54) presented at the Fourth Blois Workshop on

Elastic and Diffractive Scattering A. White has argued that light quarks are essential for the

occurrence in QCD of a low transverse momentum Pomeron compatible with confinement

and other well-established physical properties. The analysis is based on the contribution of

massless quark loops to the interactions of reggeized gluons and the resulting confinement

produced by the exponentiation of infra-red divergences. Fundamental features of the

argument are the conflict of the necessary transverse momentum cut-off with Pauli-Villars

regularization and the origin of a reggeon condensate in triangle anomaly transverse

momentum divergences. The outcome is that SU(2) gauge theory has a high-energy limit

closely analogous to the two-dimensional Schwinger model, that is the physical states are

pseudoscalar mesons and the S-Matrix is "trivial" in the extreme sense that there is no

Pomeron.

Extension of the analysis to higher gauge groups shows that there is an even-

signature Pomeron in QCD, an additional "Odderon" trajectory in SU(4) gauge theory and

N-2 trajectories in SU(N) gauge theory. Implications of the analysis for QCD with a small

number of flavors and for the existence of a higher color quark sector associated with with

electroweak symmetry breaking are also discussed.
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The Standard Model on the Lattice

Over the last several years, G. Bodwin and E. Kovacs (FNAL) have developed a

new method for implementing gauge theories involving chiral femiions on the lattice. The

standard electi oweak model is, of course, a prominent example of such a theory. The

method of Bodwin and Kovacs avoids the fermion-doubling problem by employing Wilson

fermions. The Wilson mass term explicitly breaks the chiral symmetry; however, the

symmetry is restored, in the continuum limit, through the addition of suitable counterterms.

Bodwin and Kovacs have shown, to all orders in perturbation theory, that the required

counterterms can be generated either through coupling-constant and mass renormalization

or through the introduction of two auxiliary Dirac species. These results were reported at

the Lattice 90 Conference in Tallahassee, Florida, and are described in a contribution

submitted to the proceedings of that conference (ANL-HEP-CP-90-117). During the last

several months, Bodwin and Kovacs have derived an alternative formulation for the

auxiliary species that may streamline numerical simulations and provide new insights into

the physical interpretation of their approach. A publication describing this work is in

preparation.

Linearized Lattice OED

Recently Hands, Kogut, and Sloan proposed an alternative formulation of QED on

the lattice that is known as linearized QED. Such an alternative formulation might be of use

in distinguishing lattice artifacts from physical effects in numerical simulations of strong-

coupling QED. G. Bodwin, E. Kovacs (FNAL), and J. Sloan (Ohio State) have pointed

out that linearized QED has a serious shortcoming: although the theory is formally gauge

invariant, it generates a large number of renormalization counterterms that would usually

be ruled out by the gauge symmetry. Such counterterms arise because the gauge symmetry

is implemented nonlocally. This work is described in ANL-HEP-TH-91-35.

Quantum Algebras

C. Zachos and D. Fairlie (Univ. of Durham, U.K.) considered applications of the

Multiparameter Quantum Heisenberg Algebras they discovered recently. These are

associative structures that generalize oscillators, bosonic or fermionic, and may be thought

of as "anyonic interpolates" of the two. Fairlie and Zachos found a family of Hamiltonians

which possess simple deformed-commutation relations with these new oscillators, and

diagonalized them. These Hamiltonians, whose classical limit provides the solution to

higher-order derivative systems, could then serve as exploratory models for q-quantization,

i.e. the time-evolution of systems of quantum oscillators with unconventional wave
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function symmetries. However, spectrum preservation requires unitarity, which dictates

that time not be a mere parameter, in this case. For the time being, this makes a direct

connection to a specific system in the laboratory problematic, but solutions are currently

being worked on.

Quantum Groups

In a paper to be published in the Journal of Mathematical Physics, S. Vokos

interprets the covariant differential calculus on the quantum hyperplane acted on by the

multiparameter deformation of GL(N) as a deformed oscillator algebra (Heisenberg

algebra). In this work (ANL-HEP-PR-91-07), he constructs the corresponding algebra of

the quantum group through the Jordan-Schwinger construction. For N > 3, he shows that

this quantum algebra gives quadratic constraints among the generators. However, for

N = 2 Vokos elevates this construction to a Hopf algebra. He achieves that by finding

simple comultiplication rules for the generators, i.e. the rules of combining representations

of the general linear group of 2 x 2 matrices, whose matrix elements satisfy specific non-

trivial, deformation parameter dependent commutation relations. Furthermore, he

establishes the equivalence of his approach with the other two covariant deformations that

appear in the literature, namely the Woronowicz-type two-parameter deformation of

Schirrmacher, Wess, and Zumino, as well as the Drinfeld-Jimbo deformation. Vokos is

currently investigating applications of this construction to deformed Hamiltonian mechanics

problems.

Anomalous Barvon Number Violation:

P. Arnold and M. Main's (Los Alamos National Lab) have continued to focus on the

controversy of whether the weak interactions necessarily become strong at energies around

10 to 100 TeV. The speculation arose from a low-energy calculation done by Ringwald

and Epsinosa using instantons. At high-energy, where the controversy rages as to whether

the cross-section can become large, the original calculation is invalid because of the

presence of large corrections. One method for summing the large subset of these

corrections associated with final state corrections has been proposed by Khoze and

Ringwald. There was some controversy because the method, known as the "valley

method," does not obviously compute the desired physical cross-section. Early in the year,

Arnold and Mattis used more fundamental methods to compute the next-to-leading order

corrections to the cross-section at small energy as E -» 0. The calculation provided an

important diagnostic of the valley method, with which it agreed. Recently, they have
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proven the formal equivalence of the valley method and more rigorous methods to all

orders in the energy E.

Electroweak Vacuum Instability and Mass Limits on the top and the Higgs

The electroweak vacuum need not be absolutely stable. For certain top and Higgs

masses in the minimal standard model, it is instead metastable with a lifetime exceeding the

present age of the Universe. The decay of our vacuum may be nucleated at low

temperature by quantum tunneling or at high temperature by thermal excitation. In a paper

submitted to Physical Review, P. Arnold and S.Vokos show that the requirement that the

vacuum survive the high temperatures of the early Universe places the strongest constraints

from vacuum stability on the top and Higgs masses in the minimal standard model (Fig.

26). If a single Higgs is found experimentally, these constraints may place an upper bound

on the scale of new physics beyond the minimal standard model. In this work (ANL-HEP-

PR-91-39), Arnold and Vokos examine temperatures very large compared to the scale of

weak symmetry restoration and find much stronger bounds than those suggested by other

work. They also present a simple analytic approximation that directly relates the bounds to

the running coupling constants of the Weinb-rg-Salam theory.

Calculations of Bottom Quark Production at Hadron Colliders

D. Kuebel has completed his Ph.D. research (U. of Chicago) under the supervision of

E. Berger. The thesis studies Monte Carlo simulations of QCD heavy flavor production

processes ypp -» Q(Q)X) at hadron colliders. ISAJET bottom quark cross sections are

compared to the o(o?s 1 perturbative calculation of Nason, Dawson, and Ellis. These

Monte Carlo cross sections are computed from data samples which use different parton

distribution functions and physics parameters. Distributions are presented in the heavy

quark's transverse momentum and rapidity. Correlations in rapidity and azimuthal angle

are computed for the heavy flavor pair. Theory issues which arise are the behavior of the

cross section at low and high values of transverse momentum and the treatment of double

counting problems in the flavor excitation samples. An important result is that ISAJET

overestimates bottom quark production cross sections and AT-factors. These findings are

relevant for estimates of rates and backgrounds of heavy flavor events.
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corresponding line is excluded because our vacuum would have already decayed
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Anderson, from processes below the temperature of symmetry restoration. The
total bound is the union of the dotted curve with the appropriate high-temperature
curve.
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/// . EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES RESEARCH

A. Mechanical Support

1. ZEUS

This report period saw the completion of the last ZEUS barrel calorimeter modules.

Twelve BCAL modules were completed at Argonne and KFA by the last shipping date of

April 17,1991. The group supplied technical support at DESY Laboratory to prepare and

check each module immediately prior to installation.

The actual installation of 29 BCAL modules commenced on May 3 and was

completed on May 31. All tools and fixtures used for installation were designed and

fabricated and shipped to DESY, Hamburg from Argonne in time for installation. A

complete assembly installation procedure was written and distributed during this reporting

period.

2. SDC

The Mechanical Support Group's contributions to the barrel calorimeter, end cap

calorimeter, and Fermilab test beam effort are described in Section V.B.3. In addition, the

group has supported activities related to the design, layout, and testing of options for the

installation of fiber readout on the scintillator tiles for the barrel and end cap calorimeters.

These activities included groove design, tile testing, and construction of the tile scanning

device. Some work was also done on fiber routing paths to illustrate the possible choices

that could be used to route light fibers to the PM tubes on the outside radius of the barrel

calorimeter.

3. Soudan 2

During this report period 14 PDK modules were produced bringing the number

produced at Argonne to 131. The assembly of the readout wire planes was transferred to the

mine in an attempt to reduce overall costs. All components, however, are still being

prepared at Argonne by mechanical support personnel.

4. Argonne Wakefield Accelerator

Drawings of the photocathode gun, preaccelerator and associated RF and vacuum

equipment were completed during this period. The supports for equipment are being

designed this time. Additional designer effort was added to accommodate both the SDC
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and AWA projects. (See Fig. 27 for layout of the photocathode gun and front end of the

preaccelerator.)

5. MHD

At the time of completion of the ZEUS modules most of the mechanical support

manpower that had been employed on ZEUS was loaned to the MHD propulsion program

to bolster their efforts in connecting the added vacuum and cryogenic equipment that will be

necessary to cool and operate the magnet at cryogenic temperatures.

6. Miscellaneous Activities

Many changes were made to the layout of Building 366 to prepare for new projects,

including the AWA and to bring the building into compliance with the Tiger Team

response. Safety related issues consumed a large fraction of the available group manpower

during this reporting period. (N. Hill)

B. Electronic Support

Our major effort during this period with regard to support of the ZEUS calorimeter

continued to be the development of the first-level calorimeter trigger processor (CFLTP).

The Zeus calorimeter first-level trigger processor presents summary data on energy

deposition in the uranium/scintillator sampling calorimeter to the global first-level trigger

(GFLT). The summary data includes global and regional sums of electromagnetic and

hadronic energy deposition, the number of isolated muons and isolated electrons, missing

transverse energy, jet cluster information, and the likelihood of beam-gas background. The

CFLTP receives data from 16 regional trigger pre-processors which digitize the calorimeter

signals and perform regional energy sums and logical operations. Design and construction

of these regional pre-processors is the responsibility of our collaborators from Wisconsin.

The CFLTP is a pipelined processor that contains data from eight crossing periods

at any instant. It can capture input and output data from a sequence of up to 4096

consecutive beam crossings or first-level trigger events for detailed examination. All data

variables are accesible for histogramming; the histograms are evaluated by on-board

processors that reside in a VME bus, embedded within the the CFLTP. Input or output

data emulation capability is provided to operate the CFLTP at full speed in a stand-alone

mode. In addition, the design includes a number of utility functions to inspect the data

flow and to assist in troubleshooting.
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Fig. 27. Layout of the AWA photocathode gun and preaccelerator front end.
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During this period our work included:

Production of a run of four input cards and four output cards
Completion of the first algorithm card
Initiation of production on the next 6 algorithm cards
Initiation of production of the custom backplane
Production of the cooling system for the custom crate at the detector
Construction of two large size crates, one for DES Y and the other to

remain at Argonne
Continuing design effort on the communication card and the other algorithm

cards

In addition work continued to support the nucleon decay experiment, Soudan 2.

Our involvment has become one primarily of construction and maintenance. During this

period we performed the following tasks:

Smart Fuse Protections System - Produced 36 systems
Drift High Voltage Modules - Produced 2
Shield Voltage Distribution Modules - Produced 4
HPW Voltage Distribution Module - Produced 1
Existing Electronics - Maintained as necessary

We are providing support to the MHD Test Facility at Argonne, and during the period

designed and produced eight conditioning amplifiers and six CAMAC multiplexers for data

acquisition from the thruster. We have become involved in some aspects of the

construction of the test facility, and during the period we designed and constructed the

shunt rack for monitoring approximately sixty currents to various electrodes in the thruster.

We continued support to the physics division by construction of the APEX experiment

trigger. (J. Dawson)
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IV. ACCELERATOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

A. Advanced Accelerator Test Facility (AATF) Program

1. SLACNLC Cavity Measurements

Experimental activities during this period reflected the group's continuing

collaboration with physicists from SLAC on measurements relevant to the design of the

Next Linear Collider (NLC), in particular the study of schemes to suppress the multibunch

beam breakup instability by damping or detuning parasitic deflecting wakefields in the

accelerating cavities. An iris-loaded structure was prepared with a range of iris and cell radii

chosen to achieve a Gaussian distribution of HEMn frequencies, resulting in an

exponentially decaying envelope of the transverse wake potential. Figure 28 shows the

measured transverse wake for this structure. A clear detuning effect is observed, and good

agreement between experiment and simulation is obtained when finite bunch length effects

are taken into account Further experiments are under consideration using structures in

which HEM] i modes are damped as well as detuned, and with measurements extended to

very long (3 ns) drive-witness delays.

2. System development

The extremely low intensity of the AATF witness beam requires that a certain

amount of processing be applied to the digitized image of the witness beam at the

spectrometer focal plane to subtract the background caused by halo electrons from the drive

beam. The most successful technique used so far involves fitting the background to a linear

function of position in the area of interest (AOI) containing the beam spot and using data

from the boundary of the AOI to determine the fit parameters. This method frequently

requires operatorb intervention in the selection process, and rapidly fluctuating

backgrounds can reduce its effectiveness. A more sophisticated procedure using Fourier

transform filtering was examined as a potentially better approach. Raw data consists of 8

bit, two dimensional arrays produced by the CCTV/frame grabber system. A cleaner signal

can be produced by performing a 2-D FFT of this data, numerically filtering out high

frequency noise, and constructing the inverse FFT. The preliminary results are promising.
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3. Damped structures

In addition to the work being done collaborau'vely with SLAC, the group has

maintained an interest in damped structures of our own design. An iris-loaded version of a

deflection-mode-damped accelerator structure is currently being fabricated. Bench tests

will be performed in June, and if those tests indicate successful deflection-mode damping,

wakefield measurements of the structure will be performed at the AATF this summer.

B. Progress on the Argonne Wakefield Accelerator (AWA)

1. Hardware

Designs of Phase-I systems are nearing completion, and fabrication of

photocathode gun and preaccelerator (Fig. 29) components is well underway. The

photocathode cavity parts have been machined from copper, and surface finishing is in

progress. Braze alloys are being ordered to begin the final assembly of the photocathode

cavity components. Copper for the preaccelerator cavity has also been machined and heat

treated. This process disclosed some unexpected and potentially serious inclusions, and the

metallurgy is being analyzed at SLAC to determine whether or not we should proceed with

the assembly using the present components.

Low power rf bench measurements are continuing, including cavity frequency

tuning and coupling port optimization. The rf coupling between the photocathode cavity

and the preaccelerator was measured to be -45.5 db, and should not cause any difficulties.

Various waveguide to cavity, cavity to vacuum and ultra high vacuum fittings have

been built or purchased and are ready for assembly. An IBM PC-based prototype vacuum

control system has been developed. New control PROMs from Varian have been received

and once the overall AWA control system has been specified the software to communicate

with the vacuum control will be rewritten.

The solenoid focussing and bucking magnets for the photocathode cell have been

designed. Unofficial estimates of costs have been obtained from two commercial vendors,

and it appears to be cost effective to machine the steel in ANL's shops and to have an

outside vendor fabricate the coils.

The design of the beam optics for the new wakefield measurement system, which

provides a precisely adjustable drive-witness bunch delay, was completed. Many of the

components for this system will be recycled from the AATF, and magnets which must be

specially built are in various design stages. Work was also initiated on the design of the

optics to match the drive and witness beams from the preaccelerator into the wakefield

measurement beamlines.
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Several workstation options under consideration as control/data aquisition machines

for the AWA were benchmarked as to their respective floating point performance using

both simple loop timing codes and the ARRAKIS wakefield code. The highest overall

speed was obtained on the HP/Apollo, which has become the leading candidate for use at

the AWA.

2. Photoemission physics

Simple models of photoemission have been used to determine if large thermionic

tails will be present along with the intense photoemitted electron pulse. The work so far

indicates little or no problem, but because there are certain assumptions used in these

models which may not be valid, a more detailed study is underway.

Research is being directed at density functional theoretic models of solids with the

goal of creating a reliable model of the electron behavior in the photocathode upon impact

by the UV laser pulse. Once an electron density function is known, it can be coupled to

standard cathode space-charge models for better estimates of the actual time response.

There has been a great deal of published work in the fields of solid state and of

photoelectric emission but very little in the regimes of the high space charge and short time

scales relevant to electron emission in the AWA gun.

3. Full power test of the PC cavity

It is important to test the photocathode cavity at full power as soon as possible in

order to study (and have ample time to correct) any breakdown and dark current problems

which might arise. Because the AWA rf power supply will not be available until summer of

1992, we will use rf power available at the CHM Division linac for these initial tests.

Sufficient power and precise power control and instrumentation already exist at the linac

and arrangements have been made for its use.

All components for the high-power test will be on hand by end of June. In the first

weeks of July the PC cavity and rf coupling iris will be iteratively machined to meet

frequency and matching specifications. Irreversible brazing of all parts, assembly of

vacuum plumbing, and assembly of diagnostics will commence in late July, and if no major

difficulties arise, the high-power test can be performed in August.

4. CWTA (Coupled Wake Tube Accelerator) calculations

As an exercise for the 1991 PAC Conference, a wake-field transformer accelerator

(coupled wake tube geometry) was designed to yield an accelerating gradient of 200

MeV/m with drive-to-witness energy conversion efficiency of 10% for the drive beam that
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will be available from phase I of the AWA linac. Details of the impedance matching section

are not yet determined, but numerical simulation of a reference design has confirmed the

CWTA principle.

5. Pulsed Laser System

Specifications for the pulsed UV laser system were submitted to Purchasing in

January. A technical review team evaluated the three responses received to an RFQ. A

contract was signed in June, with delivery and commissioning expected in early fall, 1991.

Using a laser in the ANL-CHM division, preliminary measurements were made to

evaluate the laser intensity fluctuation suppression scheme ("noise eater"). A test assembly

was set up which showed that voltages sufficient to drive a Pockels cell were produced

from an inexpensive vacuum photodiode, the maximum voltage produced from a

photodiode was space charge limited as predicted from Child's law, and that the Pockels

cell driven in this way did, in fact, modulate light from a HeNe and UV Excimer laser as

expected.

Work continued on spatial smoothing techniques for the laser pulse. After a

number of unsuccessful experiments with fire polishing, the etching of ground surfaces

with an etch solution used in IC manufacturing seems to be producing surfaces that scatter

light at small angles. The best surfaces are produced by fine abrasives (1000 -1200 grade)

and long etch periods (50 to 100 hours).

6. Conventional facilities/services

The combination control/laser room structure is presently out for bid. PFS/FPE is

providing assistance in the specification and review process. A survey has confirmed that

adequate cooling water and electrical power are available in building 366 to easily supply

the AWA facility.

7. rf power supply

The main 1.3 GHz rf power supply is finally on order. The procurement and

commissioning of this rf supply is the determining item for the AWA schedule, and the

procurement process has been a trying experience. Functional block diagrams have been

generated for low level rf drive, phase, and timing systems, and fabrication will commence

soon.
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C. Accelerator Physics

1. Plasma Wake Fields

The electromagnetic modes of plasma-filled dielectric-lined waveguide are being

studied in regard to enhanced wake-field gradients over that of non-plasma filled

waveguide. Currently, the case in the strong applied magnetic field limit is being analyzed.

The general case of an applied magnetic field of arbitrary strength may not offer analytic

solutions and would have to be treated with a PIC simulation code.

2. CTRON analysis

An analytical model for the HEM mode damped dielectric wakefield device

(CTRON) was developed using parameters close to those of AATF tested devices. The

calculated results show reasonable agreement between the model and experiment.

3. Beam break-up instability in dielectric wakefield devices

A gridless particle pushing BBU simulation code was developed to check the

validity of earlier estimates. The code calculates the wake potential (including higher order

radial modes) generated in the tube by an arbitrary bi-gaussian beam pulse. These wake

field are then used iteratively to produce the beam dynamics. External focussing fields are

applied to confine the beam and produce an effective "damping" of transverse deflections.

For AWA wakefield devices being considered, the new results are consistent with earlier

estimates indicating that BBU effects will be controllable in high gradient dielectric

wakefield accelerators.

4. Photoproduction of Beauty Quarks

The precise difficulties of Fermilab's Wideband Photon Beam Experiment, E-687,

were pinpointed as to why its maximum production of beauty quark pairs is 105 per year as

opposed to the 109 needed for studies of CP violation. The possible advantages of using

Compton backscattered laser photons were elucidated.

Preliminary calculations were done which show that it is possible to photoproduce

up to 108 tau lepton pairs per year using Compton backscattered laser photons. This is

slightly more than other proposed tau-charm factories can produce. Also, in the Compton

backscattered scheme it is possible to obtain polarized tau leptons, a feature which is

unavailable in other schemes.
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5. Profile monitor for small beams

Effort has continued on the design of a profile monitor for evaluation at SLAC's

FFTB (Final Focus Test Beam). More careful modeling of the energy dependence of the

detector efficiency has permitted more useful estimates of limits to the resolution from

diffraction. Other effects such as multiple scattering, target ion motion, bremsstrahlung

opening angles and the limitations imposed by realistic placement of components on the

floor at SLAC have also been evaluated, with the result that the resolution at the

SLAC/FFTB and JLC/ATF are about 20 nm. Because this resolution seems to be better

than competing systems, a document has been produced that describes the costs and

benefits of the method, and this document has been circulated at SLAC for evaluation.

(J. Simpson/P. Schoessow)
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V. SSC DETECTOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

A. Overview of ANL SSC Related R&D Programs

The Solenoidal Detector Collaboration remains the focus of our R&D work for the

SSC. The SDC is working to define a baseline design for its technical proposal due in

April 1992. Substantial progress is being made on narrowing the range of technical

options for several subsystems. In the first six months of 1991, the collaboration has made

a concerted effort to estimate the cost of the detector. Argonne and our collaborators at the

Westinghouse Science and Technology Center have worked on the detailed cost of

calorimetry. It has become clear that the general-purpose detector envisioned by SDC will

cost more than the SSC Laboratory has budgeted. A major focus of the collaboration at the

end of this reporting period is on ways of reducing the cost of the detector while minimally

impacting physics capabilities.

Argonne is working strongly on the baseline design of a calorimeter based on

scintillating tile with embedded wavelength shifting fiber to deliver the light to

photomultiplier tubes. This approach is grounded in Argonne's past construction of

scintillator plate calorimeters for HRS at PEP, CDF at FNAL, and ZEUS at DESY. The

requirements of SDC, however, along with new technology and ideas, have produced

substantial evolution in design from these examples. Progress on the calorimeter

subsystem design is described below.

A few of the Argonne staff are part of the Computing Working Group for SDC,

including one of the co-chairs. They organized two workshops during this period: in

January at SSCL before a regular collaboration meeting, and in May at Rutgers University.

In addition, the working group has met at collaboration meetings in January, March, May,

and June. The computing group has made an extensive analysis of requirements for online

and offline computing and for several aspects of software and the software development

process. An outline has been made of a baseline architecture for costing and iteration.

Argonne led a collaboration from within SDC which make a proposal to the DOE Scientific

Computing Staff for early start money related to the proposed High Performance

Computing and Communication presidential initiative for FY 1992-1996. The subject of

the proposal, which received $180K, is a database approach to the major data storage and

access problem which SDC will face when it begins taking data. A renewal proposal has

also been prepared for FY 1992 and beyond.

The consumers of computing, those doing simulations for the Physics and Detector

Performance Working Group are also represented at ANL (including one of the co-chairs).

A system of six Silicon Graphics processors has been commissioned for this group. Four
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processors are in workstations with screens on individuals' desks. The other two are

configured as severs with larger disks. Computations being pursued with this system

include H ^ZZ-> tijj and associated production of ftH -> /ryyas a way of discovering

a possible intermediate-mass Higgs particle. Argonne physicists are also contributing to

the joint SDC simulation program (SDCSIM), particularly the parametrized shower

simulation programs. A major workshop on Detector Performance was held at SSCL at the

end of May. it provided a time for all those doing simulations of the detector to meet

together, as is usually not possible during working group meetings when other meetings

are being held in parallel.

Argonne physicists have served on task forces to recommend technical choices or

parameters for SDC. these include the Calorimeter Shape, Compensation, and Tracking

Materials task forces. Argonne physicists' participation in the management of SDC now

includes chairing an Executive Board subcommittee to recommend the structure and

personnel for the top management of SDC in the next (construction) phase. (L. Price)

B. Compensating Scintillator Plate Calorimetry Subsystem

1. Overview

The period of January 1, 1991 to June 30, 1991 saw considerable progress in this

program. The stainless steel frames to be used in casting two test electromagnetic

calorimeters were fabricated. The first of these was assembled in late January and used to

cast Module 1 in April 1991. The conceptual engineering design of the full calorimeter has

been extensively developed and now includes details more usually associated with

preliminary engineering. Finite element modeling of the barrel electromagnetic calorimeter

has been essentially completed within this baseline concept and is currently being refined

and further optimized to reduce structural dead material. Simulations of the physics perfor-

mance of the calorimeter as a function of transverse granularity and longitudinal sampling,

and geometry specific compensation calculations have been carried out and the results

incorporated in the current engineering design. The Ruthenium source mapping system has

been fully commissioned and used to map tiles for both this subsystem and for the CDF

Plug upgrade. Studies using this system of the fiber mechanics and route in the tile were

carried out to determine the approach to be used for the tiles to be installed in Module 1.

These tiles have been laser cut from the raw sheet material and are awaiting access to

milling machines to have grooves cut This is expected to occur in early July.
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Samples of candidate radiation hard scintillator plates have been produced under

subcontract by Bicron Corporation to attempt confirmation of their expected performance.

These are currently being tested at collaborating institutions (Louisiana State University and

Florida State University) and results are expected to be available in July. Finally, the test

beam installation at Fermilab, where it is intended to perform beam tests of these EM

calorimeters in conjunction with a preshower detector, a shower maximum detector, and a

hadron calorimeter fabricated by other subsystem groups, has been partially commissioned.

The test table to be used for the first three of these devices was to a large extent designed at

Argonne. Fabrication of the test table assembly required for the EM calorimeter itself was

initiated in late June. An article on the aspect of the calorimeter simulation work dealing

with systematics assessment has been written and was submitted for publication in Nuclear

Instruments and Methods. (J. Proudfoot)

2. Simulation Studies

Simulation of candidate calorimeter designs and systematic study of simulation

tools have continued to be a central part of the design work for a scintillating tile/WLS fiber

calorimeter for SDC. To a large extent, the calculations of this six month period represent

refinements of previous calculations, as we increasingly focus on a smaller number of

possible detector configurations.

First, we undertook systematic simulations, with the CALOR programs, of four

configurations for which we have good results from test beams. We identified the sources

of systematic uncertainty in the calculations and studied the effect of each on resolution and

compensation parameters. Where possible, optimum choices were identified for simulation

parameters that can be varied. With optimized parameters, excellent agreement was found

with measurement.

We then used the optimized parameters to recalculate the performance of our

presently-preferred configuration with lead absorber in the electromagnetic and first

hadronic sections, and iron as the absorber in the final hadronic section. Calculations were

made for 10, 30, and 75 GeV.

Finally, calculations have been made for a number of proposed variations in the

calorimeter configuration. These include varying the thickness of both lead and iron plates

and varying the boundary (in interaction lengths) between the lead and iron calorimeter

sections. Because others have suggested an all-iron solution for the hadronic calorimeter to

improve the magnetic field, this possibility has also been evaluated. The all-iron
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configuration gives substantially worse resolution (in particular a large constant term in the

resolution), as well as worse compensation. (P. Job/L. Price)

3. Barrel Calorimeter Engineering

a) Design

The design of the SDC barrel calorimeter has gone through three major iterations

during this reporting period. These design steps have been taken to compensate for

changes dictated by both the physics simulation studies and the necessity for reducing the

overall cost of the detector. The design as shown in Fig. 30 represents the latest geometry.

b) Barrel EM Analysis

An FEM model of the EM portion of the barrel was completed and discussed in the

previous report, but further work has been done on that model during the last six months.

The latest version of the model allows for an optimization study of the support

components, and also gives more definitive data on the stresses applied to the cast lead

plates. It has been a design goal to minimize the stresses imparted to the lead due to its

long term creep characteristics.

Figures 31 and 32 are representative cases showing maximum stresses expected in

both the lead plates and the structural bulkheads. This data has led to some customization

of bulkhead thicknesses based on position and applied loads:

Bulkhead Thickness

1-22 1.00 mm
23-24 2.00 mm
25 3.17 mm
26-28 2.00 mm

c) Test Beam Prototype Module

During this reporting period the first of two test beam modules was successfully

cast using molds designed and constructed by Westinghouse Science and Technology

Center, one of OKT industrial collaborators. The results of the first casting are shown in

Fig. 33.

Some problems were encountered in the construction of the first frame due to

distortions created by the welding of the support bulkheads to the front and rear plates.
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2343.56
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2050.00-'
1700.00

1160.35

Lead and Steel Plate Calorimeter
(Quadrant Cross Section)

Fig. 30. The latest design of the SDC barrel calorimeter. The internal structure of cross sections
A-H are as follows:

A. Barrel EM structure consisting of 10 mm cells with 5.5 mm lead absorber and 4.5 mm
scintillator spaces.

B. Barrel HAC-1 section consisting of 20 mm cells with 15.5 mm of load absorber plates and
4.5 mm scintillator spaces.

C. Barrel HAC-2 section consisting of 40 mm cells with 35.5 mm steel absorber plates and 4.5
mm scintillator spaces.

D. Barrel to end cap transition showing 7 cm gap and support structure for end cap end section.
E. End cap EM section consisting of 15 mm cells with 10.5 mm lead absorber plates and 4.5

mm scintillator spaces.
F. End cap HAC-1 section consisting of .25 mm cells with 20.5 mm lead absorber plates and

4.5 mm scintillator spaces.
G. End cap HAC-2 section consisting of 50 mm cells with 45.5 steel absorber plates and 4.5

mm scintillator spaces.
H. End cap stiffener plate that will carry longitudinal magnet coil decentering forces.
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Fig. 31. Maximum stresses in the SDC barrel calorimeter lead plates (12 o'clock
position).
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Fig. 32. Maximum stresses in SDC barrel calorimeter bulkheads (12 o'clock position).
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Fig. 33. Prototype SDC calorimeter module casting.
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This will be corrected on Module 2 by reducing the amount of weld used to attach the

bulkheads to the rear 1" plate, and using a tab and slot mechanical attachment of the

bulkhead to the front 1/8" plate.

d) Test Beam Setup and Fixturing

Work was completed on the support stand and manipulator for positioning the two

prototype EMC modules in the Fermilab MP test beam. The original design was

completely redone to reduce the overall cost of the system. The ancillary equipment is now

being incorporated into the support stand. (N. Hill)

4. Optical System Development

We completed the tile mapping and measurement facility which was begun last

year. It consists of a focused electron beam, trigger scintillators, a two dimensional motor

driven frame, electronics, and data acquisition and analysis programs. This facility was

used to evaluate many different tile-fiber configurations. We found two configurations

which produced more light output than the others and reasonably uniform response. We

have chosen one of these to go into production for the EM test module on the basis of fiber

routing for ease of assembly of the calorimeter. The test calorimeter scintillation tiles were

laser cut to size and work on grooving the tiles and splicing the fibers has begun.

We have developed a 3 MeV electron beam by utilizing a Ru106 source and a

spectrometer and focussing system of permanent magnets. At this energy the electrons are

approximately minimum ionizing in the first several mm of plastic scintillator. The range is

great enough to penetrate a 5 mm thick tile, and a 2 mm thick trigger scintillator, and to give

a signal in another thicker trigger scintillator. Multiple scattering in the first 2.5 mm of

scintillator is not too serious for our spatial resolution of less than 2 mm. By using two

trigger counters in coincidence we eliminate non-local and non-penetrating backgrounds

such as gamma rays and low energy electrons. By focussing with quadrupoles and dipoles

we get an adequate flux in a small spot size. Commercial sources of Ru 1 ^ of 1 mCi have a

diameter of about 5 mm. We have focussed this to 2 mm by 8 mm full width for all

particles with a captured phase space of 200 mm-mr (Fig. 34). The rate is a few hundred

Hz, and we are limited in mapping speed by computer dead time.

The optical design for the spectrometer was done using the program TRANSPORT

and checked to the extent possible with the Monte-Carlo program TURTLE. The

spectrometer consists of two sections, an achromatic bending and focussing section, and a

quadrupole doublet final focus section. This arrangement provides momentum selection as

well as focussing and demagnification with limited chromatic abberations. The first
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section utilizes two sector magnets of 45 degree bend each, and a quadrupole between them

to make the bend and focus achromatic. The magnets utilize ceramic (ferrite) material with

a relatively low B-residual of 2.4 KG. The quadrupoles are made in sectors with no iron

and have a gradient of 51. T/M. The worst one has about 5% octupole at the 5 mm radius.

The sector magnets have iron flux returns and magnetic poles. The field is about 1.7 KG.

Most of the beam transport is in vacuum to limit multiple scattering. The system may be

patented by DOE.

We calibrate the number of photoelectrons per minimum ionizing particle by using

a LED pulser with a fiber to the same photocathode as the fibers from the tile. Since the

variation in pulse height due to variation in light output from the LED is small compared to

the variation due to photostatistics, we find the number of photoelectrons at a given pulse

height from the square of mean/sigma. This method has been evaluated over a range from

0.6 to 10.2 photoelectrons by means of neutral density filters and has been found to be

consistent. The pulse height depends on high voltage, phototube gain, etc. but the number

of photoelectrons for a given setup is almost constant for each photocathode. For a good

tile-fiber unit we have the number of photo-electrons for two phototubes, and we plan to

investigate more.

PHOTOCATHODE EFFICIENCY

Tube Stages Typical N Photoelectrons

Amperex2230 12 1.9
EMI 9839 12 3.0
Hammamatsu R580 10 ?
Phillips 2081 green ext. 10 ?

We have not been able to investigate 10 stage tubes reliably so far due to the broadening

effects of amplifier noise. We have used a special LED pulser system developed at

Argonne for CDF. By impedance matching, using absorbing resistors, etc. the complete

pulse is less than 100 ns long and low voltages are used which do not damage the LED.

Much of the 3 MeV mapping beam time was shared with the CDF end plug

upgrade. This working together has been beneficial for both projects. We have also done

some tests of shower max prototypes for SDC and ZEUS.
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We have tried a number of combinations of tile and fiber:

Thickness

2.5
2.5

mm
mm

5 mm

2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5

mm
mm
mm
mm

2.5 mm

2.5 mm

white paper 1.0-1.1
white paper 1.65-2.0
white paper 1.7

Configuration Wrapping PE

RH4, two straight fibers, mirrored ends
Styrene, 4 U fibers, bends outside
SCSN38, two straight fibers, mirrored

ends
RH4, U fiber, 2.8 M clear spliced on alum, mylar 2.5
RH4, U fiber, 2.8 M clear white paper 1.66
RH4, U fiber, 2.8 M clear black tedlar 0.9
RH4, U fiber, 60 degree beveled edges, alum, mylar 1.75

2.8M
RH4,2 fibers with 4 ends to phototube alum, mylar 2.0

2.8 M
RH4, one loop fiber, 2.8 M clear alum, mylar 3.0

We have also looked at relative outputs of some scintillator materials.

Scint

RH1
RH1
RH4
Styrene
PVT
PVT

Splice

ANL
FANL
ANL
FNAL
FNAL
FNAL

Clear
Fiber

2.8M
2.5
2.8
2.5
2.5
2.5

Groove

LSU
LSU
LSU

FNAL-SPI
FNAL-SPI
FNAL-3D

Mylar
Side

9

7
?
A
A
B

Counts
ADC

90
98
119
140
300
240

EE

1.64
1.78
2.16
2.54
5.45
4.36

It was later determined that most of the difference between the PVT tiles was due to a bad

fiber splice and that the side of the mylar used doesn't matter.

Early in June we continued studies of the one-loop design with the fibers coming

out the top surface of the tile. Our hope was to build this with no glue whatsoever because

of the troubles encountered by CDF with glue on their fibers and because of the non-

radiation hardness of some epoxies. We tried to use purely mechanical splints to reinforce

the splice between waveshifter and clear fibers. We began studies of masking the reflected

light from the aluminized mylar wrap in order to get uniform response. It was found that

tiles of this design had a decaying light output with a 1/e time of 10 days.
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After numerous tests of the time stability of the optical fibers, we found the problem

occurred only in splices under mechanical stress. We tested the light transmission of

Kuraray clear fiber, Bicron BCF-91a and fibers made up of alternating segments of these

spliced together. Eventually, two tiles were tested with steel hypodermic tubing glued over

the splices for reinforcement. These showed no decay over time during the rest of the

month. The external routing is shown in Fig. 35.

The masking studies indicate that two small black areas on one side only of the

reflective wrap will produce most of the desired uniformity. The final masking design will

depend on the final fiber splicing quality, the laser cutting on the edges of the tiles, and the

3-D geometry chosen for the groove where the fibers exit the tile and are routed on top of

the tile between the plates of the calorimeter. The unmasked response is shown in Fig.36.

The actual tiles for the EM test beam module were cut at Laser Services in

Massachusetts from RH4 material supplied by Bicron. The cutting service had to

experiment extensively in order to cut this new material with an optical surface at right

angle to the larger tile dimensions. They had previously been very successful with

SCSN81 scintillator for the ZEUS calorimeter. They also had to anneal our material at a

lower temperature, 125 F, to prevent eventual crazing. The tiles have a small ridge at the

corner from the laser cutting. A few of the tiles have some surface damage due to

splattered molten plastic from the cutting process. They are coated with an emulsion,

("Emulsitone") before cutting to minimize scratches during handling. It is time consuming

to wash off this emulsion by hand before grooves can be cut in the tiles, but we do not

want soap or emulsion to accumulate in the grooves. The transverse dimensions are 0.0 to

0.5 mm smaller than nominal, which is good for inserting tiles into (the casting.

The material supplied was measured and weighed at Argonne and found to have an

average thickness of 2.61 mm and rms deviation of 3.6 %. Only enough scintillator

material was available at this time for 6 of the 10 towers of the test calorimeter. Half the

tiles were sent to LSU for grooving and half to Fermilab. They were selected on the basis

of tile weight which correlates with thickness.

About 10 % of the fibers for the EM test beam module were spliced, splinted, and

polished at Fermilab. The one fiber tested so far in an actual tile gave 13% more light than

our test fibers spliced at Argonne. (The Argonne splicer supplied by Rockefeller had a

broken quartz tube and only an oversize replacement was immediately available.)

A fiber assembly testing box is being built. It will read the 8 ends of 4 fiber

assemblies simultaneously, for immediate spotting of problems. PIN diodes are used with

current to voltage amplifiers and a 12 bit 8 channel adc in a PC computer. A length of

WLS fiber roughly equal to the length to be in the tile is illuminated by uv light. The box
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Fig. 35. A tile from EM Tower 2, Layer 29. The loop
fiber path in the tile is shown as well as the external
fiber routing. The steel ferrules are used to reinforce
the splices between wave shifter fiber and clear fiber.

Fig. 36. Example of a tile-fiber map for a configuration which
has good uniformity with no mask but which requires
fibers to be threaded through the calorimeter. We have
chosen a different configuration which is easier to
assemble.
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was tested with one fiber and performed as expected except that the clamps for the fibers

were too difficult to use for mass-production testing. New clamps are being designed and

built. (D. Underwood)

5. Test Beam Plans for Scintillating Tile E-M Calorimeter

The scintillating tile EM calorimeter prototype constructed by the Argonne High

Energy Physics Division and Westinghouse Science and Technology Center will be studied

in a test beam at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory. Testing will be done as part of an

overall calorimeter subsystem study including the EM calorimeter, a scintillating fiber pre-

shower detector, a scintillating tile shower maximum detector embedded in the EM

calorimeter, and a prototype scintillating tile, iron absorber hadron calorimeter. The

support stand and EM calorimeter module configuration is shown in Fig. 37.

The test beam experiment is located in the MP line of the Meson Area at Fermilab.

The measurement goals for the various detectors are given in the following list.

Pre-Shower and Shower Maximum Detector

• The e/jt separation capability of the detectors for varying amounts of material

preceding the detectors will be studied.

• The energy dependence of the e/rc separation will be measured.

• Alternative readout technologies for the detectors will be evaluated.

EM Calorimeter

• The feasibility of using optical fibers for readout will be determined.

• The resolution, linearity, and uniformity of response across tower and module

boundaries of the EM calorimeter will be measured.

• A study will be done to determine the precision with which the absolute

calibration of the detector can be maintained using a radioactive source to sample

varying depths in the calorimeter.

• The radiation hardness of the EM calorimeter and readout fiber system will be

determined.

• Front-end electronic prototypes for pipeline readout and triggering from the

scintillation calorimeter will be tested.
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Fig. 37 Schematic drawing of the EM calorimeter and support stand for beam testing at
Fermilab. Units of length are in inches. The beam direction is out of the page
and is centered on the crossed dashed lines.
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Hadron Calorimeter

• The ratio of electromagnetic-to-hadronic response of the calorimeter will be

measured. It is desirable to have this ratio close to 1.0.

• The resolution and linearity of the calorimeter will be measured.

The 1991 fixed target run at Fermilab began at the end of June. The beam will be

brought into the MP area in mid to late July. The pre-shower detector has arrived at

Fermilab and was being installed at the close of June. We expect the

EM calorimeter to be ready for installation in the test beam by the end of July. Tuning of

the beam line magnets and check out of the beam diagnostics will occur over a two week

period as soon as the beam is brought into the experimental area. We anticipate that in

August we will begin data taking for the purpose of accomplishing these measurements.

(R. Wagner)

C. Radhard Electronics R&D

During the first half of 1991 the efforts in the radhard electronics testing focused on

evaluating UTMC's UTDR 1.5 micron rad-hard CMOS/bulk process and Hughes

Aircraft's CMOS/SOS. Neutron irradiations of up to 1014 neutrons/cm2 were performed at

the Dynamitron Fast Neutron Generator (FNG). This neutron source is characterized by a

energy spectrum similar to the expected spectrum at the SSC which peaks at around 1

MeV. Other advantages at the FNG are the easy port access and low quantities of thermal

neutrons, allowing for short de-activation time of experimental apparatus. All ionizing

irradiation have been done at the Cobalt-60 source in the Biology and Medical Division,

where dose rates of up to 2 MRad(Si)/hour allows us to simulate 10 SSC-years in one day.

Total dose effects of irradiation up to 10 MRad(Si) have been studied.

The results of our radiation damage experiments have been very encouraging with

no degradation of performance for neutron irradiations. The damage from ionizing

irradiation was negligible for 1 MRad(Si) for both the CMOS/bulk and CMOS/SOS while

the performance was severely degraded for the CMOS/SOS at 10 MRad(Si) with threshold

shifts of several volts and 30 percent degradation in transconduction. The CMOS/bulk,
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however, performed very well even after 10 MRad(Si) with 200 mV worst case threshold

shift and no change in transconductance.

We have used our good working relationships with the radiation sources at ANL to

facilitate other experimenters interested in radiation damage research. Optical fibers and

Cs-I scintillators have been irradiated at the Biology Division's Cobalt-60 source. In order

to test the radiation damage on scintillating tiles our familiarity with the sources at ANL

have been used to develop a testing program at the Cobalt-60 source in the Chemistry

Division, which has a higher dose rate and easier access for larger samples needing high

total dose.

(J. Dawson)
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